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1. We begin by establishing some notation. K is a non- 
Archimedean locally compact field and its residue class field K has q 
elements; q is a power of p. D is a division algebra whose center is K; 
[D : K] = n2. The integers of D are denoted by A, the prime ideal of 
A by P, and the residue class field by d; [d : k] = n. If x E A, its image 
under projection on d will be x. The reduced norm map from D” to K” 
will be denoted by v. 
We can pick elements n, (II E A satisfying the following properties: 
(a) D is generated (over K) by n and a, 
(b) 7~~ E K, and 01 is a root of unity, 
(c) 7rA = A77 = P, 
(d) the set S consisting of 0 and the powers of 01 is a complete set 
of residues for A/P = d, 
(e) The map 01--j 01~ = 401~ generates the Galois group of 
K[a] over K. 
(See, e.g., [3, p. 211). Besides fixing rr and 01, we also choose in advance 
a character x of the additive group of K. 
We wish to find the irreducible unitary representations of Dx. Most 
of the time we shall work with the subgroup G = 1 + P. As Da: is 
obtained from G by taking semidirect products with the groups generated 
by 7~ and 01 respectively, most of the hard work is done once all the 
irreducible representations of G are known. 
Let U be a nontrivial representation of G. The conductor of U is 
defined to be the largest subgroup 1 + Pl+l on which U is trivial. 
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We shall call I the index of U. (Note that the larger the subgroup, the 
smaller I is.) Then U can be regarded as a representation on G/(1 + P+l). 
The subgroup (1 + P)/(l + Pr+l) is central in G/(1 + P+l) and is 
isomorphic to d in an obvious manner. It follows that there is a unique 
p E 5’ such that U(1 + armI) = x(Trdlkarp-l). We shall say that /37r’ 
controls U. When p r n, we shall determine all representations controlled 
by a given element ,Qn z. The basic procedure is as follows: let E be the 
set of elements of D which commute with @. Then E is a sub-division 
algebra (read this phrase properly!) of D. For each representation of 
G\E controlled by j3nz, we obtain one of G essentially by inducing. 
If E # D, then this lets us build up the representations of D inductively. 
We get nowhere if E = D (i.e., ,t?& E K), but in that case we avoid 
trouble by using the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose ,&r” E K. Then there is a character w on 
Kx n G such that if U is any representation controlled by /I+, then 
U(x) = V(x) w(Y(x)), where V has smaller index than U. 
Proof. If x = 1 + oi&(mod 1 + Pzn+l), then Y(X) = 1 + /3rzn 
(mod 1 + Pzn+l), where p = Tr(u). Given /3rrzn E K, let w be any 
character of Kx n G with index In which satisfies w( 1 + y+) = x(p-‘y). 
Then U(1 + ark”“) = x(Tr,,,P-lar)l = w(v(1 + cyrnzn)I). If V(x) = 
U(x) w-l(u(x)), then V vanishes on 1 + Pzn and thus has smaller index 
than CT, as desired. 
COROLLARY. The representations of G controlled by /3rzn E Kx n G 
correspond l-l to the representations with index < In, via VW t+ V. 
(If ,Wn = 1, we get just the identity representation.) 
2, The interesting case, of course, occurs when U is controlled 
by an element not in the center of D, and most of this paper will be 
devoted to analyzing what happens then. Suppose that /3rrn, the element 
controlling U, generates a field L over K with [L : K] > 1. Let 
E = {x E D : x commutes with L}. Then E is a sub-division algebra of D. 
Note that x E E o x commutes with /3z-I. Set El = En G, and let 
S, = {y E S : y7rr E E] for r > 1; it is then easy to show (by induction) 
that every element of El may be written as 1 + air + ~(~9 + em*, with 
cl? E s, . 
We note a few facts about the S, . If y # 0 is in S, , then S,.,, = SryJ, 
since y,zrr E E o y,.+y& E E. Let r. be the smallest value of Y  satisfying 
S,.O # (0); then S, # {0} 3 r is a multiple of r,, . Since S, # {0}, r 1 n. 
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Because E n K(or) is a field, S, is a subfield d’ of d; of course, d’ 2 R. 
If y E S, , then S, = yd’. 
We now proceed to make a number of assumptions about G and U. 
The first, that all representations of E1 are known, is innocuous enough; 
it amounts to an inductive hypothesis. We shall also assume for the time 
being that I is odd, and that char(K) = p. (The last assumption has the 
effect of making S closed under addition.) AS a result, the analysis which 
follows will be simpler and (I hope) clearer. Later, we shall see what 
modifications need to be made when these assumptions are removed. 
We also assume that p f 7t. When p 1 n, our results will not be complete. 
Let I, = (I + 1)/2, an d let G, = E1( 1 + Pr). Set T, = (7 E S: if 
8 E S, , 6 # 0, then Tr,,,(yV) = O}. Clearly T,. = S if S, = {O}. If 6 
is a non-zero element of S, , then y E T,. o Tr,/,(y@q) = 0 for all 
n E d’ o Trdld(ys-l) = 0. In particular, T, is a $-vector space. 
In what follows, all work is tacitly assumed to be modulo 1 + P+l 
(e.g., all groups are de&-ted modulo 1 + PI), unless otherwise specified. 
Let H be the group generated by elements of the form 1 + y+ with 
r > 1, and y E T, . 
LEMMA 2.1. H is normal in GIO . 
Proof. It suffices to show that if 1 + y@ E El and 1 + yrrrT E HO , 
then (1 + yp8)( 1 + y$)( 1 + ys+)-l E Hb . Expanding this expression, 
we get 
1 f w’ + %+s~ Pi.3 + ‘ir+2Tr+2s + . . . . 
where q,+, = r ys - 6”’ vi’% and r1,+(~+1)~ = -~1+m8~~r+ma~ 
We need to show that 1 + r)r+,8+fm3 E H. Since ST+(m+l~S = 
S l+TMYS @‘“‘, the result holds for r + (m + 1)s if it holds for r + m.r. 
Thus we need to show that 1 + S;‘yys7rr+s and 1 + y:’ 8,.rF8 are in H. 
Let v be a nonzero element of S,(if S, = (O}, we have no problem). 
Then one element of S,+s is ysrla’. We have Trd&;’ y,(y,~‘)-‘) = 
Trd,d,(S,.q-l)“’ = 0; that takes care of the first term. Another element of 
S,,, is qyi'; since Trol,d(y;r 6,(qy~‘)-~) = Tr,i&q-~) = 0, the second 
term is all right, too. 
LEMMA 2.2. G,, is the semidirect product of H by El , and Sj @ Tj = d. 
Proof. We need to show that E, fi H = (1). If 
1 + Yl" + Yd + .a- + ypl~En H, 
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thenyi=Oforj<l,,.Ifj>Z,, then yj E Si n Ti ; that means that 
Trd,d(yjyT1) = 0, or Tr(1) = 0. But p f [d : d’]; thus yj = 0, as 
desired. We have also shown Sj n Ti = 0; the rest follows from 
counting. 
Now let V be any irreducible representation of E1 which is controlled 
by /%P. We may extend V to a representation VIO on GrO by setting it 
equal to I on El . Let Uv be the induced representations of VIO on G. 
THEOREM 2.3. The map V--t Uv establishes a 1-l correspondence 
between irreducible representations of El and of G controlled by /3+. 
Proof. The proof consists primarily of establishing three facts: 
(a) Uv is irreducible. 
(b) zV (dim Uy)2 = ~(~-l)~ = [G : 1 + P”]. 
(c) Every irreducible representation U controlled by pnn is 
equivalent to some Uv. 
Once we have established these facts, we need to show only that 
Uvl E Uv2 3 VI z V, , Let H’ = G/(1 + Pz+l) modulo those elements 
of the form 1 + rrzy with Tr,,,(yp-l) = 0, and let H,, = G/(1 + P”). 
H’ has q(“-l)+l elements; H,, , q cz-lJn elements. A representation U of G 
is controlled by ,8&r z, S E K, iff U can be regarded as a representation on 
H’ but not on H,, . Thus the sum of the squares of the dimensions of 
such U must be (4 - 1)$-l)%. By (a) and (c), the Uv with V belonging 
to some @rz must account for all of this; (b) says that they barely do. 
For (a), let Ujv be the representation on Gi induced by 4. Then G,+r is 
normal in Gj , U,‘,,(l + y7rz) = x(Tr,l,yP-l)I, and Uj”,l(l + ynz-j) = I 
for y E T,-j . (This last is easily checked inductively.) A set of coset 
representatives for G,/Gj+l is given by the elements 1 + +, where q 
ranges over Tj (because Sj + Tj = d). It is easy to check that 
(1 + ?pG)( 1 + y@)( 1 + 7$)-i = (1 + yT+j)( 1 + (7& - y+-i) 79); 
hence 1 + q& commutes with Ujv only if, for all y E Tj , 
x(Tr,,, /3-i(7yui - &‘)) = 1. (2.4) 
But if y E Sj , 7 t Tj , then 77~“’ - y#-’ E T, , by Lemma 2.1, and so 
(2.4) holds for all such my. Thus 1 + T& commutes with Ujv only if 
(2.4) holds for all y E S. 
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But 
TwW1(wa5 - y&‘)) = Trdlk(yu’(qIj-l - I$( f3-ly’)); 
thus we must have qp-l - qoz(p-1),5 = 0, or qp’ = p#, or (qrrj)(@“) = 
(@‘)(?@), or 7 E Sj . S ince Sj n Tj = {0}, r] = 0. In short, no element 
of H,/H,+r commutes with iYjv. Theorem 8.3 of [2] now implies that 
Ujv is irreducible if UL, is. Because inducing is transitive, Urv = Uv 
is irreducible. 
For part (b), suppose that E,/(l + P’) has qN elements. Then 
E,/(l + P”) has qN12 elements, since Sj and S,+ have the same number 
of elements. Therefore 
N/2 = [&I + *.a + [&,-,I ([S] = k-dimension of S). 
Because [G : G,] = qn(4-1)-N/2, dim Uv = qn(Jo-1)-N/2 dim V. We may 
assume inductively that XV (dim V)2 = qN (as is clear in case E is 
commutative); then XV (dim Uv)2 = q2fi(zo-1)-NqN = qa(l-l), as desired. 
To prove (c), we dissect a representation. Set Hj = (1 + Pr-j) n H. 
Suppose that U, is an irreducible representation of G3(j < I,,) which 
is trivial on Hj-1. The group Hj is commutative (recall that all groups 
are modulo 1 + Pl+l), and hence U, / Hj can be written as a sum of 
l-dimensional representations: Uj ] Hi = @zlbi& , where the bi are 
integers >,O and the J,!J{ run over the characters of Hj which vanish on 
Hj-l. Hence mi = [Hj : Hj-11 = q”/I S,-, I.(1 S 1 = card S). 
Wenowsety = 1+&r “+(S E T,_j), and look at #~(xYx-~) for x E Gj . 
If x E E1 , then the calculation in the proof of Lemma 2.1 shows that 
~j(Xy~-‘) = #j(y). The same result holds if x E 1 + Pj+l, since then x 
and y commute. That leaves the case where x = 1 + v#, 7 E Tj . 
(Recall that Sj @ Tj = d.) Then XYX-~ = ~(1 + Qrr), where 
Fj, = &)a’ - $oz-5. Hence conjugating by x has the effect of multiplying 
z/+ by the character #,(l + 67 r-j) = x(Trd&,@-l). The same reasoning 
as in part (a) shows that for 77 E Tj , #,, = 0 only if q = 0. There are, 
therefore, 1 Tj 1 = 1 T,_j 1 = q-/l S,_j 1 = mi different &, and they 
permute the & . It follows that b, = b, = **a = b, ; i.e., all & appear 
in Uj I Hj with the same multiplicity. 
Let Fi be the projection onto the ‘ eigenspace” of the & . The Boolean 
algebra of the Fg then forms a system of imprimitivity for U, ; in fact, 
Uj 1 Fi gives a representation on G,+r which, when induced up to Gj , 
gives U. Pick Fi corresponding to the trivial character, and let U,,, be 
the resulting representation of G,+l . Then U,,, is trivial on Hj ; it is 
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irreducible because it induces to an irreducible representation. Mathe- 
matical induction gets us back to GrO eventually; the resulting UrO is 
equivalent to one of the V’s we began with. The theorem follows. 
3, We now begin to eliminate the hypotheses which were added 
at the beginning of Section 2. 
Suppose now that 1 = 21, . Let H be the group generated by the 
elements 1 + vjnj, where vi E Tj and j > Zi ; let H,, = H n (1 + Pr+l). 
Then Gz1+1 is the semidirect product of HO by El . However, H is not 
commutative, and H intersects El (the intersection consisting of 
elements of the form 1 + (yquzl - r]yoil)&, where 77, y E Ti). We want 
to extend V to a representation Yll on G, so that the analysis of Theorem 
2.3 still applies. 
To begin with, extend F’ to Vr,+r on G1l+l by making it trivial on H,, . 
A set of representatives of the conjugacy classes of Gr,/Gr,+i is given by 
the elements of the form 1 + +l, with q E Tll . The same sort of 
calculation as in Lemma 2.1 shows that if x E Grl+l and y is one of these 
coset representatives, then Vrl+,(yxy-l) = Vrl+,(x). Now let K 
be the group generated by the elements of the form 1 + 7rrz1(y E Tll) 
modulo Ker YEl+r 1 . Then the elements of K are all of the form 
1 + rlo”“’ + (rllr)? - 772@) nz, where rlo , rll , rlz E Tzl . 
LEMMA 3.1. The function (11~ , q2) -+ Trd,k(P-l(nlr$’ - Q@)) is a 
nondegenerate bilinear form on Tll . 
Proof. Suppose that for some Q E Trt , the form is zero for all ‘1s in 
Tll . It is also zero for all 1s E Sri (see Lemma 2.1 for a proof of this), 
and hence for all 9s E d. Therefore Tr,,,(r&nrP-i - $“(p-I)““‘)) = 0 
for all 7s , and so r],/!-l = $‘p”‘. As in the proof of Theorem 2.3 
part (a), this implies that Q E S, , a contradiction. 
It follows that GJKer C$ is a nilpotent group analogous to the 
Heisenberg group (see, e.g., El]). It is well-known that any character 
on the center (here, the elements whose 791 coefficient is 0) extends to 
a unique representation of the whole group, of dimension / Tll /l/z. 
Here, the character on the center is obtained from V; denote by W the 
resulting representation of K. Then Theorem 8.2 of [2] implies that 
Vl,+, Q W = Vll is an irreducible representation of G, . Induce 
V.ll up to G to obtain U “. The proof of Theorem 2.3 no; proceeds 
with virtually no change. 
To do away with the hypothesis that char K = p, we need to see how 
it was used. Its main use is the following: suppose Q , r]a E Ti . Then if 
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we write (ql + q2) rrj out as a power series in S and rr, (TV + qz) & = 
yjd + yj+17Tj+1 + *a*, we want to know that every yi is in T6 . Since Tj 
is a vector space over d’, the following lemma turns out to insure that 
all the arguments work. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose 77 E T5 and 6 E S, (so that S E d’). Write 
(1 + 6) r]& as a power series in S and r: 
(1 + 6) yrj = y,Tr’ + y,+p’+l + ** * . 
Then yz E Ti for all i. (In fact, yi = 0 unless i - j is a multiple of n.) 
Proof. The result is obvious once one observes two facts: Tj = T,+* 
(because S, = Sn+j), and 1 + 6 E K(6). The second fact means that if 
l+6=S,+81~+s2~2+...(8(~S), then a,=0 unless i is a 
multiple of n, and gi E d for all i. Therefore 
Yj+in = 7 S E Tj+i, = in T, because 8,, E d’. 
It is now not hard to check that all the arguments of Section 2 apply 
to the case where char K = 0. 
4. Next, we extend the representation up to D”. Let D, be the 
group generated by OL and r; then D” is the semidirect product of G by 
D, . To extend a representation Uv up to D, we must first know which 
elements of D, commute with it. 
LEMMA 4.1. An element x E D, commutes with Uv isf it commutes 
with V. 
Proof. If x commutes with UV, it must commute with UV 1 1 + P’; 
hence x E E. The same comment holds for V. So we may assume x E E. 
We prove the lemma by showing that 3 an operator Ur+l(x) with 
UJ.+l(~)-l U[+l(y) Ur+l(x) = Uj+l(x-lyx) o 3 an operator Vi”(x) with 
Uj’(~)-’ U,‘(Y) U,“(x) = Uj”(X-lox). 
For 3, define U/(x) by (U,V(x)$)(a) = (Uj’,l(x))(~(x-lax)) (recall 
that U/ acts on a space of functions from Gj to the space of U:+l). Then 
vJjvwl +)(a) = %+lW1 (54 xax-l)), and a calculation does the rest. 
For -c=, note that y E Hi, x E D, 3 X-$X E Hj. Recall that Uj,l 
can be obtained from U, by restricting the group to Gj+l and the space 
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to the subspace F where Uj is trivial on Hj+l. Then for 4 E F and y E Hifl, 
we have 
uj “(x)-l U,‘(y) ujqx)f#l = l$, 
or 
Therefore Ujr’(x)+ E F also. Hence restricting U,“(X) to F yields Ui’,,(x). 
Before we investigate further which x E E n D, commute with UV, let 
us look at what the other x in D, do. They all move representations con- 
trolled by /3& to those controlled by ~-~(/?7r~)x. To find all representations 
of Dx, then, we need only one representative from each orbit of the @G; 
that is, we need only one representative from each conjugacy class of 
D, . Two elements are conjugate in D, ts- they satisfy the same minimal 
equation over K. Thus we may restrict our attention to the resulting /3&. 
Now we return to E n D, . If x commutes with Uv, it commutes with 
Y. This reduces us to a similar problem involving the division algebra E. 
But ,%-r is central in E; thus V is a character on the norm tensored with 
a representation V,, of smaller index than V. Suppose V,, is controlled 
by /3rrz. Repeat the procedure. Eventually one gets to a l-dimensional 
representation. 
Building backwards, we start with a character #i on a field K,, in D, 
which we extend (via the norm map) to the division algebra of elements 
commuting with it. We induce up to a larger division algebra, and 
multiply by a character & from its norm map; z/s is defined on a subfield 
of the one dividing &. We repeat this until eventually we get to D. 
The characters #i , #a ,... must not be such that they can be factored 
through the norm map to a subfield; if they could, we could start the 
process with the subfield. The characters #1, #a ,..., have increasing 
conductor, and are all defined on K, ; thus they can be recovered from 
their product. We do not require all choices of the *i ; those controlled 
by conjugate elements give equivalent representations. All this can be 
summarized as follows: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (KJ be a set consisting of one representative of each 
isomorphism class of jields generated over K by some element of D. For 
each K, , consider those multiplicative characters on the units of K, congruent 
to 1 (mod rr) which cannot be factored through a norm map; let X, be 
composed of one element of each orbit under the automorphisms of K, fixing 
K. Let Y, be the set of irreducible representations of the elements of D, 
commuting with K, . Then (J.X, x Y, parametrizes the representations of D”. 
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Perhaps a word about the Mackey obstruction is in order. Given a 
character X, , we build up a representation U on G; exactly the elements 
of D, commuting with K, commute with U. The general recipe for 
producing a representation of D is to tensor by an appropriate (T- 
representation (where u is some cocycle on the commuting elements) 
of the commuting elements and then to induce. But the projective 
representation is actually an ordinary representation (i.e., the obstruction 
vanishes). For this is clear back on K, ; the proof of Lemma 4.1 
extends this up to G. 
* 5, There remains the case p 1 n. When p + [d: d’], the analysis 
of Sections 2 and 3 goes through without any trouble (except that we may 
not know all the representations of EJ. If p 1 [d : d’], however, 
Lemma 2.2 is false and problems ensue. I have obtained some partial 
results; I hope to discuss the situation more fully in a future paper. 
Roger Howe informs me that he has also obtained the irreducible 
representations of p for the case p r n, and that he has obtained some 
results on the characters of these representations. 
Note added in proof. Roger Howe and I have computed the characters of these 
representations; the calculations will appear in a paper we plan to write some day. 
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